BEAUX ARTS BALL WILL USHER IN THE HALLOWEEN SPIRIT TONIGHT AS THE PLAYERS OF MARIAN TAKE OVER THE KNIGHTS CLUB FOR THEIR ANNUAL FUN-FILLED DANCE

Out of all the dances held on Campus during the year the one which to my mind seems to be the most enjoyable and most memorable is the one being held this evening, THE BEAUX ARTS BALL. This costumed affair is one of the highlights of the social season and it comes around HALLOWEEN to aid the festive mood at school. Attending the ball tonight you may come across any possible character or being and the theme of GALAXY OF STARS will catch your eye and your fancy. In regards to the theme there are going to be 180 lights on the ceiling. When Bill Brady, STUDENT BOARD PRESIDENT, heard about all the extra lights he remarked; "Your big expense will be electricity, won't it?" But he didn't know what you and I will at the dance tonight if for no other reason than curiosity you should want to come out to the gala affair to see for yourself.

The publicity chairman of the dance, Ray Day, has informed the Carbon that the most exotic decorations ever presented in the Knights Club will be up for Ball and that tickets will be available at the door. If you can't think up a costume come anyway and see all the people that did. The dance gets underway at 8:30 and will feature the Pat Mc Guire Quartet. Remember come alone or with a friend but do come. The admission is only .75 a person.
WITH THIS PEN I DO COMMENT...AN OPEN LETTER TO THE READERS OF THE CARBON

Martin Luther's philosophy of SELF INTERPRETATION didn't mean much to me until last week when a flippant, harmless, nonsensical, nonmeaning, ridiculous, innocent, unprovoked, carefree, nonchalant and easy to see the spirit in which it was written remark appeared in The Carbon and promptly brought forth remarks such as the selected few:

HE SHOULD JOIN THE FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION
HE SHOULD CHANGE HIS NAME
HE SHOULD HOLD HIS BREATH FOR AN HOUR
HE SHOULD LIVE SO LONG
HE SHOULD TAKE THE FIRST TRAIN, STAGE COACH OR PONY EXPRESS OUT OF TOWN
HE SHOULD AWARD DAMAGES TO THE PARTY OF THE FIRST PART
HE SHOULD HAVE HIS PHALANGES CUT OFF (PHALANGES ARE A FANCY NAME FOR FINGERS)
HE SHOULD TAKE A LONG WALK OFF A SHORT HEAT, ONLY THAT WOULD POISON THE FISH
HE SHOULD VOLUNTEER FOR THE FIRST TRIP TO THE MOON
HE SHOULD TAKE THE TRIP BUT WITHOUT THE ROCKET
HE SHOULD SUCCE BIS HEAD AND HAVE HIS BRAIN WASHED
HE SHOULD THANK GODDESS THE LAWYER FOR THE PARTY OF THE FIRST PART IS OUT OF TOWN

HE'S A DRIP, A SADIST, A MISANTHROPE, A MISOGYNIST AND A TYRANT
HE'S A WOMAN HATER AND A PEOPLE HATER (THE OPPOSITE OF A PEOPLE HELPER)
HE'S A REPUBLICAN (THE OPPOSITE OF A DEMOCRAT)
HE'S A REFORMER, A TROUBLE MAKER; THE SHAME OF HIS CLASS AND A PARTY POOPER
HE WOULD MAKE A PERFECT FRIEND FOR NITKA
HE'S AN ARISTOCRAT AND A DRAFT DOGER (DIFFERENT FROM A BASEBALL PLAYER WHO DIDN'T)
HE'S SAID TO BE ONE OF THE CLIENTS OF THAT HILARIOUS QUIET HARDCORE

and last but not least the remark that really hurt—HE'S A POOR WRITER
(ATTENTION READERS HERE IS A GREAT OFFER---IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO HAVE A GOLD BOUND VOLUME LISTING THE REST OF THE TITLES, SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS YOU OBTAIN FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE FARR BEAR FAN CLUB (C/O THE DEAN)

I will say here and now it was not intended or even thought possible but since some scandal was given to some parties then to those parties I say: I AM SORRY TO HAVE CAUSED PANIC IN YOUR RANKS. For at the time of the writing it didn't seem conceivable that such erroneous interpolations could be given to the remarks in question.

sincerely, YOUR EDITOR

seniors and juniors here we come...